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Advanced heating solutions
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Clever Heating Solutions

LVI, Lidköpings Värmeindustri has grown steadily as a brand since
its establishment in Sweden in 1922.
Our first factory in Lidköping, which manufactured hot water
radiators, expanded during the 1970s to include the manufacture
of oil-filled electric radiators. It was around this time that the first
Yali products were born. By using the most durable materials
available, Yali's timeless style set the standard for the entire
industry in terms of quality, design and performance.

Today, the LVI brand is continuing its growth and new functions
have been added to the classic Yali design, ready for delivery
into the warm heart of our homes. Electronic thermostats with
intelligent functions, WiFi control, technology for ensuring
comfort, convenience and reliability.
LVI clever heating in Australia for 21 years
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Soft Heat Low Energy Low Allergy Technology
LVI is synonymous with comfort, which
means you can be sure that you will be more
than satisfied with our products.
The new Yali range features SoftHeat 2.0, an
innovation that offers a distinctive comfort
and warmth. SoftHeat 2.0 refers to the LVI
Products that are filled with vegetable oil.

outstanding bonus for allergy suffers. What’s
more, the Yali provides a natural radiant heat
that does not evaporate moisture from the
air.
The combination of SoftHeat 2.0 features
ensure your indoor environment is far more
comfortable with an LVI Thermosoft heater.

When heated, a natural, comfortable radiant
heat is emitted that is accurately controlled
within 0.20C by our superb, energy saving
electronic thermostat.
Yali radiators are quiet and odourless, and
can operate at lower surface temperatures to
provide the same indoor temperature. This
means the radiator is never too hot to touch,
and will not singe or burn any dust that falls.
The reduction of dust circulation in your
home provided by SoftHeat 2.0 is an
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Precise Temperature Regulation
Incredible accuracy in the Yali’s
control system means
temperature is accurate to 0.20c.

Controlled Surface
Temperature
The surface temperature can be
reduced to 75 or 600C. Ideal for
homes with children.

Open Window Function
Function which will shut down
the radiator when temperature
drops instantly.

Silent Operation
No moving parts, no external
plumbing or fluid movement in
or out of the unit equates to
complete silence.

Cascade Function
Intelligent regulation function,
the back panel operates as a
booster when temperature is
10C below setpoint.

Rapid Heat
Because it is a closed unit
powered by electricity, the Yali
can reach the desired
temperature in a matter of
seconds.

Scentless, No Burnt Dust
The internal fluid is heated and
cooled with no smell, also low
surface temperatures means no
dust is burned.

3 Star Rating
Certain Yali radiators have
earned the coveted French NF 3
-star rating for superior energy
efficiency.

Even Heat Distribution
All corners of the Yali radiator
will be the same temperature,
no cold or hot spots anywhere.

WiFi Controlled
When connected to a wireless
central programmer, these Yali
models can be effortlessly
controlled via any web browser.

Modern Design
Crafted for beauty as well as
warmth, the Yali is designed
with the modern home in mind.

Environmentally Friendly
Recyclable steel, filled with
biodegradable vegetable oil,
*can be powered by
renewables:
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Towel Warmers

Nila
The Nila has a classic design that
makes it suitable for any interior.
Available in a chrome or white
finish, its rounded corners and
rails create an impression of
softness. The Nila comes with a
concealed or visible cable
connector, giving it the flexibility
to blend perfectly into your
kitchen or bathroom.
Connection points are available
on the bottom left or right
hand sides of the unit.

Muria
The sinuous coils of the Muria R intrigue the
eye, creating instant visual drama in your
bathroom and plenty of hanging space for

towels. It is perfect for confined spaces,
as it is cleverly designed to turn
180-degrees on your wall. It is available
in a chrome or white RAL 9016.
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Towel Warmers

Technical

Muria
Features
General

Liquid-filled towel warmer.
Strong steel of the highest quality.
Muria R: Reinforced hinges.
Quiet and odour-free.
Easy to install.

Nila / Nila R

Muria R: Low energy consumption (70 W)
Nila: Low energy consumption (70-100 W)
Choose between white RAL 9016 and chrome finish
Max. surface temperature 60 Deg c
Nila: Available in two widths: 450 and 620 mm.

Controller Two-pole on/off switch.
Choose between concealed and visible connection.
The connection housing can be located at the bottom
to the right or left during installation.
Fixed mounting.
Muria R & Nila R: Adjustable temperature control

Package

Supplied with attached 1.5 m connection cable with
plug and the necessary screws for installation.
Can be installed with concealed connection, cover
supplied.

Model
Model—Muria R

Colour

Output
(Watts)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(kg)

MUR RP 05 06 230 01 W

Chrome

70

505

580

5

MUR RP 05 06 230 01 W

White RAL 9016

70

505

580

5

Chrome

70

450

230
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NIL (R) P 08 05 230 01 1W White RAL 9016

80

450

230

6

NIL (R) P 08 06 230 01 1C

80

620

230

7

100

620

230
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Model— Nila (R)
NIL (R) P 08 05 230 01 1C

Chrome

NIL (R) P 08 06 230 01 1W White RAL 9016
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